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this is what defines the first two "vicky" movies, which are both based on a premise that's clearly meant to be ridiculous (and that may in fact have not been thought up until the film was in the making). for me, the strength of "vicky" (and indeed that of what follows) is that it simply knows what it
wants to be and it doesn't let the world get in the way, even if the world doesn't want it to be what it is and might even find some of the reasons for wanting it to be what it is. as mentioned, there is little doubt about the director's intentions. he has crafted the film with a winning combination of
determination and intelligence and he has assembled a set of actors to work with that are all compelling. the fun is that you really don't need to know the answer to the problems that are posed. "vicky" has managed to sidestep the easy answers, which have rarely endeared any film to this
generation of moviegoers in the past, and that is all that really matters. but perhaps most importantly, the thing about "vicky" is that it is more than just a comedy. there is plenty of action here, and not just the usually generic fight scenes that bollywood tends to use to define the genre.
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